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We prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a Jinite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G, p odd. 
Suppose : 
I WP * O,W(P))I = 2, 
P has class 2. 
(1) 
(2) 
Then G’ < G. If, furthermore, 
Op(G) = G, (3) 
then G is p-solvable, and has p-length 1. 
The theorem was proved in Smith-Tyrer [6] with hypothesis (2) replaced 
by the special case 
IP’I =P (2’) 
and in the sequel [7j by 
P is abelian but not cyclic. (2”) 
The present result cannot be further extended by simply weakening the 
assumption of class 2; for example, the groups A, , PSU(4,2), and PSL(3, 19) 
all have a Sylow 3-subgroup of order 81 and class 3, of index 2 in its nor- 
malizer. 
The proof of the theorem proceeds on the same general lines as in [6], 
though a different approach is used for much of the necessary calculation. 
The main result of [6] will be used in inductive arguments, and will be 
referred to as ST. 
* This work was done while the author held a Rhodes Scholarship. 
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Since Op(G) < G implies G’ < G, we need only prove the assertion when 
hypothesis (3) holds. Now if G hasp-length 1, then by the Frattini argument, 
G = O,,(G) . N(P); and then G has a normal subgroup P . O,(G), which 
is of index 2 and so must contain G’. So it suffices to prove the final state- 
ment of the theorem, that G has p-length 1. 
We work by induction on / G 1, assuming when necessary that G is a 
counterexample to the theorem of minimal order. We consider first the 
fusion of p-elements in G, and go on to describe the irreducible characters 
of the principal p-block of N(P). W e are then in a position to apply the 
character isometry methods of Feit [2] and some of the column isometry 
methods of [6], to specify the values of the irreducible characters of the 
principal p-block of G on p-singular elements. The use of these values in a 
class-sum equation completes the proof. 
1. PRELIMINARY LOCAL AND GLOBAL INFORMATION 
We adopt the following notation at the outset: We write N for N(P), 
b for the principal p-block of N, and B for the principal p-block of G. We 
denote by t a 2-element of N - O,(N); then t induces on P an automorphism 
of order 2. We use the letter x for an arbitrary element of P - P’, and z for 
an arbitrary element of P’ - 1. We use g, A,... for other elements of G. 
In view of ST, we may assume that j P’ 1 3 p2. This together with the 
fact that P has class 2 gives / P : P’ 1 > p3. 
The first three results in this section are the exact analogs of the pre- 
liminary lemmas of [6], and we produce further proof only where it is not 
actually given in that paper in sufficient generality to handle the case P 
has class 2. We note here that, for p odd, p-groups of class 1 or 2 are regular 
in the sense of P. Hall, and hence the Hall-Wielandt transfer theorem 
(IV&l of [4]) may be applied when they occur as Sylow p-subgroups. We 
refer to the theorem as HW. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) [P, t] = P. 
(ii) t inverts the quotient PIP’. 
(iii) Cp(t) = P’ and P’ < Z(N). 
(iv) Z(P) = P’ x 2, where 2 is inverted by t. 
PYOO~. We get (i) and (ii) exactly as in [6]; we note that (i) requires HW. 
From (ii) we obtain at least that CP(t) < P’. Thus Cp(t) is central and there- 
fore normal in P. Let P be the quotient P/Cp(t). Then Cp(t) = CP(t) = i; 
so that, if Cp(t) < P’, the non-abelian group P admits a fixed-point-free 
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automorphism of order 2, a contradiction. So Cp(t) = P’. Since N(P) = 
(t, P * C(P)) by hypothesis (l), we have P’ < Z(N), and (iii) holds. From 
(iii) we get (iv) as in [6]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Each element of P’ is weakly closed in P with respect o G. 
Proof. We make use of a result of Glauberman on control of weak 
closure. We have cl(P) = 2 < p - 1. By Theorem 7.5 of [3], with W(P) = P 
the identity functor, we conclude that elements of P r\ Z(N) are weakly 
closed in P with respect to G. Thus Lemma 1.2 follows from l.l(iii). 
LEMMA 1.3. N strongly controls p-fusion in G; that is, if A, B L P with 
As = B, then we can writeg = cn where c E C(A) and n EN. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, the subgroup P’ itself is weakly closed in P with 
respect to G. We observe that P’, (P’)” < C(A); and then a standard Sylow 
argument, on the lines of Burnside’s classical fusion theorem, allows us to 
write g = cn, c E C(A), n E N(P’). So we may assume g E N(P’); and 1.2 
shows that N(P’) = C(P’). W e write C for C(P’) and C for C/P’. Now the 
Sylow p-subgroup P of C is abelian, so we may apply Burnside’s theorem 
to get g = Z@ where c E C&i) and n E NC(~). If we take pre-images in C, 
we have g = cnn’ with c E C,-((A) P’/P’), n E N,(P) < N, and n’ E P’ < N. 
We observe that a $-element of &((A) P’/P’) stabilizes the normal series 
(A) P’ > P’ > 1, and so must lie in C&(A) P’) = C,(A). Now C,(A) is 
normal in C&(A) P’/P’) and so we see that C,((A) P’/P’)/C,(A) is a 
p-group. Since P is a Sylow p-subgroup, we get C,((A) P’/P’) = C,(A) . P. 
Then we may write c = c’n” with c’ E C,(A) and n” E P < N; andg = c’n”nn’ 
has the desired form, completing the proof. 
Lemma 1.3 has the following consequence for p-local subgroups: whenever 
Q < P, we have N(Q) = NN(Q) . C(Q). We use this fact to prove: 
LEMMA 1.4. We may assume by way of induction that: 
(i) Centralizers of p-elements are proper subgroups of G. 
(ii) C(x) = C,(x) * O,f(C(x)) is p-nilpotent. 
(iii) C(x) = N . O,,(C(x)) has p-length 1. 
(iv) O,(G) = 1 and PC = G. 
Proof. Suppose a p-element g, which we take without loss to be in P, 
lies in Z(G). Let G = G/&((g)); since we are assuming by ST that ] P’ 1 > p, 
we must have 1 H’ 1 # 1. Then G will satisfy assumptions (l), (2), and (3), 
and so will have p-length 1 by induction. But, since g is central, this would 
force G itself to have p-length 1. So we can assume C(g) < G. 
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The proof of (ii) is as in [6], but will be reproduced here for completeness. 
Let Q E S,(C(x)). If Q < R E S,(G), then by 1.2 x 4 R’. Thus we may as 
well take Q < P, that is, Q = C,(x). Now, as P’ < Z(P), we get P’ <Q, 
and this gives N <N(Q). Thus by the above remark N(Q) = N * C(Q), so 
that NC&Q) = C,(X) * C(Q). Since x $ P’, l.l(ii) gives C,(x) = Q * C(P). 
Then N,(,)(Q) = Q . C(Q) is p-nilpotent; and, by HW, C(X) itself is p-nil- 
potent. Thus C(x) = Q * O,,(C(x)) as desired. 
For (iii), we note first that N < C(x). By 1.1(i), [P, t] = P, and this 
guarantees that C(z) satisfies (l), (2), and (3). In view of (i) above, we con- 
clude C(x) has p-length 1 by induction. Then the Frattini argument gives 
C(z) = N . O,,(C(x)). 
The proof of (iv) is routine and appears in [6]. 
We now turn out attention to the necessary character theory. In the 
following, “character” will mean “irreducible complex character” unless 
otherwise specified. We establish the convention that the Greek letter x, ~,c, # 
will represent an arbitrary irreducible character of B, b, P, P’, respectively. 
In the remainder of this section, we describe the characters q of b. Now 
N/O,,(N) is of deficiency class 0, so that the characters of b are just the 
characters of N with O,,(N) in their kernels; for details, see Lemma 3.11 of 
Stewart [8]. 
Take some r] of 6. Since P’ < Z(N), we must have 71~’ = v( 1) . + for some 
4 of P’. It will be convenient to tabulate character values on each of the sets 
defined by: 
A,p = (7): Tp’ = 7)( 1) .4}. 
By Clifford’s theorem, we can also see that qP will consist of either a single 
character of P, or a sum of two distinct t-conjugate characters of P. Thus 
we first want to describe the characters of P, defining analogously the sets: 
A,P = (5: Cp’ = [(I) * $}# 
For example, taking 4 = lP, yields the linear characters of P. 
We list the necessary properties of the sets Abp: 
LEMMA 1.5. Let K = ker 4, and take some & of AdP. Let P = P/K, and 
X = Z(P). Then: 
(i) X = F x H’, where t inverts F. 
(ii) trn vanishes outside x. 
(iii) (&JF = &(l) . 0, where 0 is a character of F. 
(iv) [,(1)2 = 1 P : XI, so that 1 71 *[m(l)2 = 1 P: P’I. 
(v) Each character 6 of 7 appears exactly once in some cm of Amp in ihe 
manner spec$ed in (iii). 
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N.B. The subgroups K, x, and y, and the characters 8 will naturally 
depend on #. When using this notation, especially with regard to 8, we will 
assume the dependence and not attach subscripts, unless there is danger of 
confusion. 
Proof. We get (i) from the action of t just as in l.l(iv), and (iii) is clear. 
For (ii), we note first that P’/K is cyclic. Hence it will suffice to prove the 
assertion temporarily assuming that P’ is cyclic and $ faithful on P’, and 
taking Z(P) for x. In this situation, take g E P - Z(P) and suppose 
[g, P] = sZ,(P’), k >, 1. Let Z/I represent an arbitrary character of P/Q,(P’). 
Then writing g also for its image in P/Q,(P’), we have 
; VW 4(g) = I c Pln,(PA9l = I ww’)I = I p: k> PII = I GW 
But 1 C,(g)] is the full value of C t(g) c(g) over all 5 of P. Since & is faithful 
on P’, it is not equal to any of the $, so we must have t+(g) = 0. Thus (ii) 
holds; and we drop the assumption that P’ is cyclic. 
In view of (ii), we let # now be the character of x defined by 
(2&)x = t(l) * #. We must have: 
Then (iv) is immediate. 
For (v), we note that (ii), (iii), and (iv) show that the pair (8,+) determines 
td uniquely among the characters of P. Now each character of P is in some 
AbP, so we have: 
I I= I = C 5(1)2 = C C cU~>~ = C I A/ I - Ml)“. 
E * Q d 
From (iv), we see we can achieve equality in the sum only if 1 AdP j = I P I 
for each q%. This establishes (v), and Lemma 1.5 is proved. 
We observed in (iv) above that the characters of A/ have a common 
degree, and we shall denote this degree in the future by@+. We also introduce 
the notation cm9 for the character of A, P determined by t9 in accordance with 
(iii). The action of t on the characters is given by 
(58” = La, 
(52)” = 4-r (0 # l), 
where we have written 1 for 1 p and 0 for the complex conjugate of 8. 
Using Clifford’s theorem, we see that the characters tde for B # 1 induce 
to irreducible characters of N/O,(N), while &l induces to a sum of two 
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irreducible characters of N/O,(N). Thus the values of the characters of AbN 
on the classes of N/O,(N) are given by: 
P-X Y -, P t zt 
rldf 0 p@ . 1 p@ *c$ 1 SW 
- ze 0 . pts 1 PQ 4 * -1 -d@> (l-6) (0 # 1) 0 pQ . (e + 8) 2pQ .I$ 0 0 
Here, we have chosen superscripts + and - to distinguish the two characters 
of degree pt, by their values on tP’. The other characters may be identified 
by either 0 or 8 representing the restriction to y. Thus our notation of a 
subscript corresponding to a character of P’, and a superscript depending 
on the subscript, identifies the characters of b uniquely. We will use a similar 
convention for the characters of B, when we define our principal-block 
isometry from b. We sometimes write * for a superscript, as in Q*, to denote 
one of +, -, or 19 which we need not specify. 
Given some $, we define r, by 1 F 1 = 2r, + 1. Then AbN consists of 
2 + r, characters. It is possible that r, = 0: this occurs when Z(P/K) = P’/K, 
In this case there are no characters of form vbe. The characters vd+ and vrn- 
vanish on P - P’, and have degree pt4 such that p2Q = / P : P’ I. 
As with Ia, we abbreviate the character I,* by 1. Then for A,N we have 
ptl = 1 and 2r, + 1 = 1 P : P’ I. In particular, y1 3 13 and ArN has more 
than 2 characters. The trivial character of N is vr+ in the notation of (1.6), 
but in this case we deviate from that convention and simply refer to it as 1, . 
2. CHARACTERS OF B AND ~-SINGULAR ELEMENTS 
As in [6], we have a column inner product (g, h) for g and h representatives 
of conjugacy classes of G, defined by the sum C, x(g) x(h). We may attach 
a superscript, as in (g, h)H, to denote the value of the analogous sum taken 
over the principal-block characters of a subgroup H containing g and h. 
To avoid confusion with character inner products, we denote the column 
of character degrees by “deg” instead of “1.” 
In [6] the existence of certain “short” columns ci of rational integers made 
possible some fairly complicated column arithmetic, from which the required 
character values eventually emerged. In this more general case, the analogs 
of the columns cg are no longer restricted in length, and so are not particularly 
useful. However, in assuming ST, we have been able to assume also that 
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centralizers of p-elements are of p-length 1; and this leaves us in a position 
to make use of the character isometry methods which are much more common 
in the literature. In this section, we will make use of the results of Feit in 
Section V.7 of [2]. We could equally well operate through the similar results 
of Reynolds in [S]. Both of these are extensions of Suzuki’s method of excep- 
tional characters for use with blocks of characters. Our case will be the 
simplest application of this extended theory, with the isometry being defined 
from the principal block b of N into the principal block B of G. 
These row methods enable us to avoid the more complicated aspects of 
the column arithmetic of [6]. The basic column information we need for this 
section is given by: 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) (x, X) = 1 C,(x)l. 
(ii) (.z,z)=21PI. 
(iii) (zt, xt) = 2 1 P’ I. 
Proof. (i) is standard, since we have C(X) p-nilpotent by 1.4(ii). For (ii), 
we make use of Proposition 2 of Brauer [ 11. In our notation, this gives (z, z) = 
(deg, deg)c@) and (zt, xt) = (t, t) c(*). From 1.4(iii), C(z) = N * O,(C(z)). 
Then the principal-block characters of C(z), restricted to N, give us exactly 
the characters of b; cf. V(6.4) of [2] for details. We can then evaluate the 
inner products for C(z) from our table (1.6) and this yields (ii) and (iii). 
We now set up the machinery of Chapter V, Section 7, of Feit [2]. Refer- 
ences of the form V(7.n) in the following are therefore references to that 
work. We preserve as far as possible compatibility with Feit’s notation; 
though, since our application is an easy one, we will not always need the 
full generality of the situation Feit considers. 
Thus we will denote by A the set of p-singular elements of N. Since 
O,(N) is in the kernel of b, we can represent the p-singular classes needed 
for characters of b by elements of the form X, x, and zt. We can get started 
because of: 
LEMMA 2.2. Hypothesis V(7.1) is satis$ed with T = {p}. 
Proof. This amounts to observing: 
(i) A consists by definition of all the p-singular elements of N. 
(ii) By 1.3, N controls p-fusion in G. 
(iii) Suppose g is a p-element of A, that is, an element of P - 1. Then, 
by 1.4(ii) or (iii), C(g) = C,(g) . O,(C(g)). 
This is all we require for 2.2. 
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We denote the p-part of an element g by g, , and the p’-part by g,, . 
Since V(7.1) is satisfied, we have V(7.3)(iii) also. This asserts that, if we have 
elements g, h of G so that gDh E A, then we can write: 
dc = glg8 , where gl E C&,9 =d g, E O,C(gC)). (2.3) 
Following Feit, we say a generalized character OL of N is in M(N, A) if: 
(i) 01 vanishes on N - A. 
We say OL is in M(N, A; b) if c1 is also a sum of constituents from b; and 
OL lies in M,(N, A) if it satisfies (i) and 
(ii) whenever g E A and g, E O,(C,(g,)), we have a(ggr) = a(g). 
In our case, we note that M(N, A; b) C M,,(N, A). Furthermore, a sum 01 
of constituents from b is in M(N, A; b) if and only if or(l) = a(t) = 0. 
Suppose OL E M,(N, A). We define a’(g) for g E G by: 
4d = ! 
0 if no conjugate of g, falls into A, 
4g,“g1) if g,h E A and g$ = grg, as in (2.3). 
Then CLI is a well-defined class function on G, and (01’)~ = 01. By V(7.4) we 
have: 
(i) if 01 E M,(N, A) and x E B, then (OLD, x)o = ((Y, xN)N ; (2.4) 
(ii) if 011,~~s E M,(N, A), then (C+~, 012’) = (01~ , %)N . 
Thus by (ii) 7 defines an isometry from the complex space spanned by 
M,(N, A) into the space of class functions on G. 
The latter portions of Section V.7 of [2] are concerned with relating the 
isometry r to the Brauer correspondence between the p-blocks of N and the 
p-blocks of G. This is the point where our application, going from principal 
block to principal block, is the most straightforward one; and we verify that 
the further hypotheses needed are satisfied fairly trivially. 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) The block correspondence of V(7.5) is identical in our case. 
(ii) The hypotheses of V(7.6) are satisfied taking b for both B, and UI B,, . 
Proof. We observe first that P is a defect group for both b and B. In 
Feit’s terminology, b is the germ of B with respect to P, and b is also its 
own germ with respect to P; since of course N = N(P). Then for (i) we 
only need to observe that O,(N) < ker b. For (ii) we require the same 
observation; and b is a suitable choice for B, and Ui Bw since by Brauer’s 
third main theorem only b among the blocks of N satisfies bG = B. 
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Thus we can use the basic theorem V(7.6). We are particularly interested 
in part (iii), which states that for 01 E M,(N, A; b) we have: 
a.T = (a”)“, W-9 
where the superscript specifies the sum of only the B-constituents of the 
generalized character & induced by 01. It is through this relation that we 
can work from the characters of b to those of B. 
Before getting into this argument, we partition the characters of P according 
to their degrees. Thus, given 4, we define the set S(4) = ($‘:p%’ =p%j 
The characters of P fall into sets AJ, and they can therefore be partitioned 
by degree using the S($) as index sets. We note in particular that S( 1) = {l}; 
but, for # # 1, 1 S($)j > 2, since non-principal characters of P’ are non-real. 
Consider first $ = 1. By our remark that rr > 13, there must be non-zero 
generalized characters of the forms 1, + ql- - vie and qle - rle’ in 
M(N, A; b). In view of (2.6) and the fact that 7 is an isometry, we see that 
there must be characters x1* of B and signs or* = fl so that: 
Here we have used the condition (2.4)(i) to determine the multiplicity of lG . 
Since 1, + vr- - qle has degree 0, we see in fact that or- = ~0 has a 
constant value or . Considering restrictions to N and using (2.4)(i), we see 
that x1@ is uniquely determined among the characters of B by satisfying the 
condition that there is a constant K, with: 
if 0’ = 8, 
otherwise. (2.7) 
The uniqueness holds since, if x # x10 for any 8, then (xN , ~~0) is independent 
of 0. We write A, for the set of characters {lG , x1- ,..., xre ,... }. Then the 
characters of A, are determined in B by satisfying the condition: 
(XN 3 1, + 71-I f (xiv > 71% for some 19. (2.8) 
We turn now to 4 # 1. We get non-zero generalized characters of 
M(N, A; b) for +, I$’ in S(#): 
76 *- * TV where * = +, - and 4 # +‘, 
em 8’ 
76 7d’ where either $ # 4’ or 0 # 0’. 
We induce as before, and get characters and signs so that in the same notation: 
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For the same reasons as before, we get signs E&) , ES(+) , l St6) independent 
of 4’ in S(4), and in the third case independent of superscript as well. 
Let * = + or -. Then as before, if x # ~$5 for any $’ of S(+), then 
(xN , Q*) is independent of 4’ in S(+). And x~* is determined uniquely in B 
by satisfying the condition that there is lz,* so that 
if 4’ = $, 
for 4’ # 4 of S($). (2.9 
Likewise, if x # x$ for some (0, +‘), q5’ E S(4), then (xN , $,) is independent 
of (0, c$‘), 4’ of S($). And xdB is determined in B by satisfying the condition 
that there is $” so that 
The above procedure has associated to each character Q* of b a character 
x6* of B. We now show that this correspondence is 1 : 1, that is, that all 
the characters of B we have given different names are in fact distinct. 
Thus, suppose we have x = & = x$~’ with (*, &) # (*‘, 4s). The method 
of construction has given us some amount of distinctness: we cannot have 
+i = & = 1; and, in addition, either S(+,) # S(+,), or else * # *’ with at 
least one of *, *’ being + or -. We can assume without loss that & # 1, 
and take &’ a distinct algebraic conjugate of C1 . Then no matter what * is, 
$, is defined, with E$~,, x4 ( *, - x,*,,), = ~2~ - $, # 0. We suppose first 
that $a is also different from 1. Then using (2.4)(i) to discuss restrictions 
to N, we see that: 
If *’ = +, - then (xm*, IN, ~$7 = (~2; IN, 7::) for my 421 of WA?). 
If *’ = 6 then (xzl IN , 7ba’ ” ) = (x2 IN ,di#> for any (e’, 42)), $2’ of W&J. 
Since & # x$1> , this gives a contradiction to the unique determination of 
xZzf = xzl bY multiplicities in (2.9) or (2.10). Thus we can assume +a = 1. 
If *’ = 0, the above expression gives a contradiction to the unique determina- 
tion of xl8 by multiplicities in (2.7). By the condition (2.4)(i) we see lo # xz 
for +r # 1, that is, *’ = + does not occur. If finally xzl = xi-, we have 
lG + 4x1- - xl% = 1, + rll- - Q so that &- - xl% = w - rile. 
Working as before, we get: 
If * = +, - then (xl- IN, 7,*,t) = (xl” IN, 72) for any A of I. 
If * = 0’ then (x; IN, &,) = (x,” IN, 7zf); any (p, $93 $1’ of WM. 
This gives a contradiction to the unique determination of x$1 = x1- by 
multiplicities in (2.9) or (2.10). 
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Thus the correspondence of characters by associating T,+* with x** is 1 : I. 
We next want to show that this correspondence in fact extends the isometry r 
defined from M(N, A; b). We first observe that the following generalized 
characters give a basis for the space spanned by M(N, A; b): 
w 77*+  %J- - 72 (r* # 01, (2.11) 
09 (1~ - ~-1 - h+ - ~-1 
(iii) PWN + rl~-1  h+ + ~-1 I (f$ + 1). 
For they are in M(N, A; 6) since they vanish at 1 and t. There are 
z6 1 AdN 1 - 2 of them, and it is not difficult to see that they are linearly 
independent. Now the number of characters of b is z,d 1 A,N I, the same as 
the number of classes of N/O,(N). S ince all classes but 1 and t are p-singular, 
(2.11) gives exactly enough linearly independent generalized characters to 
form a basis of the space of cIass functions of N/O,(N) vanishing on 
$-elements. 
We naturally want to show that 7 behaves on (2.11) in accordance with 
our previous notation; that is, that the characters CC for 01 a member of (2.11) 
are given by: 
(i) .Q+ * x*+ + Em- . xd- - Q . X*e, 
(ii) (1, - or- . a-) - (Q* . x6+ - Q- . x6-), (2.12) 
(iii) pQ( lo + Q- . x1-1 - (%+ * x6+ + cm- * xb->* 
We have already done (i) for 4 = 1. So let 4 # 1 and 01 be of form (2.11)(i). 
Then the conditions (2.9) and (2.10) at least tell us that xm+, x4-, and xde 
are involved in CX~; and then the requirement of weight 3 with (2.9) and 
(2.10) is enough to establish that (i) above is the only possibility. In (ii), we 
get the multiplicity of lo from the condition (2.4)(i), and x,++ and xd- are 
involved as before. Then weight 4 in conjunction with (2.7) through (2.9) 
establishes (ii). For (iii), we get ptd * 1 c , x*+, and x6- involved. But, if 01 is 
of form (2.1 l)(iii), then to get pt+ . vi- in CC IN we see ~17 must involve a gener- 
alized character /I formed from members of A, , of weight not greater than 
p2Q, so that the A rN-part of jgN has the formpQ * vr-- + K( 1, + r],- + CB TV”) 
for some K. The only possibility then is /3 = &-pt+ * x1-. But now since the 
weight of CP is 2p2Q + 2, we conclude from (2.7) through (2.9) that (iii) 
must hold. 
If we now write (~*)r = E+* * x** according to the correspondence we 
have established, this definition extends the isometry we defined on 
M(N, A; b). We write A, for the image of A/ under T. We note that these 
sets are exactly the subblocks defined in Section 2 of [6]. We can now show 
that in the standard way, the decompositions (2.12) uniquely determine the 
values of the characters x6* on p-singular elements. We choose some ordering 
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CY~ ,..., olnt of the generalized characters of (2.11). We know the multiplicities 
ai, defined by 
cyi = C ai,, . 7 
7l 
and also bi by 
The standard argument due to Suzuki shows that, for g a p-singular element 
of N, there are unique coefficients Cgi so that 
C cdix = x(g)- (2.13) 
From (2.12) we have bix4* = Q* . ail)+* , which in view of (2.13) yields 
&* * xd*k) = 7)6*(g) (2.14) 
for p-singular elements g of N. 
Finally, b7 constitutes all of B. For, if g is a p-singular element of N, we 
get from (2.14) that 
c x(g) R(g) = ; 77(g) a9 = (i?* A”- 
b* 
But we know from Lemma 3.1 that (g, g) = (g, g)N so that, if x is outside 
b7> x vanishes on all p-singular elements of N. This would put x in a block 
of defect 0, and not in B. Thus b7 = B. 
3. THE FINAL CALCULATION 
We finish the proof as we did in [6]. The final calculation of that paper 
can be seen to be a special case of the one given here, although it seems simpler 
because of explicit knowledge of the characters of P’, when P’ is cyclic 
of order p. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We refer to the following elementary argument as 
REG: 
Suppose c, are coefficients such that Cd c, * $(z) = 0 for all z of P’ - 1. 
Then Cd cm .+ is a multiple of the regular character of P’, and we may set 
all coefficients c, equal to c, , 
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In the previous section we determined the values of the characters of B 
on p-singular elements in terms of the characters of b and a possible sign. 
We preserve the sign convention for values on p’-elements, working for 
example with or- . x1-(1) instead of the actual degree x1-(1). Since our 
calculations will involve sums of terms requiring an even number of entries 
from any given row of the character table, their validity will not be affected. 
The use of REG allows us to describe character degrees in terms of the 
single parameter E = cl- . x1-(l). W e note first that the degrees within a 
single A, are related (whenever Y+ # 0) by the equation a’(l) = 0 for 01 
of the form (2.1 l)(i). In particular, or@ *~~“(1) = E + 1 for any 8. We write 
Dm+ for E.+,C . x+,+(l) and Dd- for &- . x+-(l). If r, # 0, we have l &e . ~~“(1) = 
D4+ + D*-. 
We now write out the equation for (z, deg) = 0. In view of (2.14) we can 
evaluate in terms of the table (1.6). Accordingly we sum all the terms for 
a given A, to get an expression of the form: 
0 = c Q+ptd * d(z) + D,-pt* * d(z) + 2r4(Dd+ + D+-) p”” . c+(z) 
m 
The same calculation for (zt, deg) = 0 gives 
This holds for any z. Thus by REG we have, for + # 1, 
1 P: P’ I(E + 1) = 9 (D,+ + D6-), 
1 - E = D6+ - Dd-. 
Let bm be defined by 2b, - 1 = p+. Then the solution of the above is: 
b+ = (h - l)(E + 1) + 1, 
D+- = b,(E + 1) - 1. 
(3.2) 
We observe that similar work for g ap’-element of G will establish character 
values in the same way in terms of F = cl- * a-(g). 
We now make use of formula (4.2) of [l]. Let g be an involution of G; 
if we had grg, = zh with g, and g, in the class of g, and h any p’-element 
of C(z), then both g, and g, would invert xh and hence invert the p-part z, 
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contrary to the fact that z is not conjugate to its inverse in G. Then the 
usual class-sum formula gives a sum over all the characters of G: 
Since the expression vanishes for h any $-element of C(z), we conclude the 
expression must vanish when the sum is taken only over the characters of B. 
We evaluate the sum, again collecting terms from each A, ; for h = t: 
We insert the values of (3.2) . m t erms of E and F, and equate coefficients by 
REG to get: 
1 “E” --= ((b - l)(F + 1) + 1J2 _ (UF + 1) - 1j2 
(b - l)(E + 1) + 1 b,(Efl)-1 ’ 
Now this equation factors, exactly as in [6]: 
b,(b, - l)(E - F)2 (E - 1) = 0. 
Certainly b,(b, - 1) # 0, since pt+ # 1 for all $ # 1. If E = F, then the 
columns for g and 1 agree for each character of B, so that g lies in O,(G). 
If E = 1, then or- = 1 and x1- is a non-principal linear character with P 
in its kernel, so that PG < ker x1- < G. In either case, we are done by induc- 
tion in view of 1.4(iv). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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